
Negotiation Training
Multiple options to meet all interests



My Approach

• Training based on:
• proven theories - Harvard’s Getting 

to Yes and subsequent research
• real life experience in front end deal-

making and dispute resolution.
• The focus is on building practical skills.  
• Reusable templates and content 

summaries support learning.
• Move from theory through hypothetical 

examples to real life. 
• Ensure participants can apply the skills to 

real life situations.
• Ongoing support via LinkedIn group.



Program Outcomes

Clients have reported measurable improvements including:

reduced time taken to close a deal increased deal profitability

All programs are designed to increase participants’ confidence in 
negotiating.  This delivers:

better deal outcomes – staff 
get more and give away less

increased productivity – less 
time spent on deals that 

won’t convert
increased staff satisfaction



Content – Negotiation specific

My flagship mentoring and training programs focus on delivery of practical tools derived 
from research backed techniques.  These modules form the core of negotiation training. 
They will prepare participants to plan effectively for negotiations and to handle 
challenges with confidence, delivering the best possible outcomes from negotiations.

• What is negotiation
• Content v Process
• Negotiation 

stocktake
• 7 Elements

Fundamentals
• Structured planning
• Negotiation 

agendas
Preparation

• Making concessions
• Dealing with 

stubborn 
negotiators

• Dealing with threats
• Managing 

emotional blackmail

At the table 
concessions



Content – Communication

The core modules are supplemented by further modules which relate to negotiation but 
also to collaboration and teamwork more generally.  These modules can be offered as 
part of a tailored negotiation program or as stand alone modules.

• Cognitive biases
• Mindfulness in 

negotiation
• Gender in 

negotiation
• Cross-cultural 

negotiations

The Human 
Element

• The 
communication 
process

• Questioning skills
• Listening skills
• Assumptions
• The ladder of 

Inference

Improving 
Communication

• Understanding 
difficult people

• Planning difficult 
conversations

Difficult 
Conversations



Content – Management Skills

Internal communications within a business have a huge impact on it’s success.  We help 
people build their confidence and skills to have conversations that matter – and deliver 
big outcomes for the business’ bottom line.

•What is effective 
feedback?

•Delivering 
feedback well

•Receiving 
feedback well

Feedback

•4 ways to 
influence

•Stakeholder 
analysis

•Interests, rights 
and power

•The 3 buckets 
model

Effective 
Influence

•Delegation 
mindset

•9 step process 
for delegation

•Framing the task
•Effective 
monitoring

Effective 
Delegation



Meeting your specific needs

Course design
I work with my clients to determine the 
most appropriate solution based on:
• specific outcomes required
• staff availability
• staff location 
• client budget

Delivery methods

Face to 
face

Traditional 
classroom

Video conference

Online 
learning

Guided program
On demand

Blended 
learning

The best of both 
worlds

Efficient results

The following pages provide some examples of what a program can look like.



Example 1 – Negotiation Highlights

Participants are sent a survey to get them thinking about their learning needs as well as some pre-reading 
VIDEO and a case study to prepare.

Week 1 – Foundations and Preparation

Participants meet to engage in a role play.  They can record this to review later.  The role play is used to:
• Take stock of their current negotiation approach
• Assist in understanding the theory they have read in the materials
They are asked to review their negotiation and submit a reflection on what they did well and what they 
could improve upon which is discussed at a one-on-one coaching session.

Week 2 – Practice and Debrief

Participants meet online in groups to prepare for a more complex negotiation using a structured planning 
tool.  They then negotiate in small groups and meet as a larger group to debrief with the coach.

Week 3 – Effective Planning



Negotiation Highlights - Overview

Why do it?

Your success depends on 
getting others to agree

You have never had formal 
negotiation training
You want to improve your 
results

Who should do it?

Sales professionals
Procurement professionals

Managers
Lawyers

Client relationship managers

What outcomes will you get?

Greater confidence in 
negotiations

More effective preparation
Less time wasted on 
unsuccessful negotiations

Greater value outcomes



Example 2 – Negotiation in depth

Participants meet 
online to set the 
foundations for the 
program, clarify their 
goals and prepare for 
the program
Homework: negotiate a 
hypothetical situation in pairs 
and record it.  Write a brief 
reflection.

Week 1 - Introduction
Online workshop to 
debrief the 
hypothetical and 
introduce the key 
elements of 
negotiation.
Homework: meeting small 
groups to do a structured 
preparation for a negotiation.  
Record the negotiation in 
pairs.

Week 2 – Foundations
Online meeting to 
review the planning 
tool. 

Discussion re difficult 
moments in 
negotiation.
Homework: use the 
planning tool in a work 
related negotiation or 
teach it to a colleague

Week 3 – Effective 
Planning

Online discussion about 
how and when to make 
offers in the 
negotiation.
Homework: write a brief 
reflection on a real life 
negotiation.

Week 4 – Making offers 
and concessions 

Online discussion about 
how to manage threats 
in the negotiation.  
Fishbowl role play 
exercises.
Homework: test out in a real 
life negotiation with a 
friend/family

Week 5 – Dealing with 
Threats

Online discussion of the 
impact of relationships on 
negotiation and 
techniques to avoid 
emotional blackmail.  
Observation of a video 
example 
Homework: reflect on a situation 
where emotional blackmail has 
been at play and how you might 
handle it differently

Week 6 – Managing 
Emotional Blackmail

Online discussion about 
how cognitive bias impacts 
us and our negotiation 
counterpart and what to 
do about it.

Consider the importance 
of mindfulness to a 
negotiator. 
Homework: practice a mindful 
meditation daily for one week

Week 7 – Cognitive bias 
and mindfulness

Online discussion about 
how to communicate 
effectively.

Exercises to build 
questioning and listening 
skills.
Homework: Watch a video on how 
to listen better.  Pre-reading for 
Difficult Conversations.

Week 8 –
Communication basics

Online discussion about 
what turns a negotiation 
into a difficult 
conversation and how to 
manage heated emotions.
Homework: write a brief reflection 
on a real life difficult conversation 
and what you would do differently.

Week 9 – Difficult 
Conversations

Online discussion 
reviewing the entire 
course and reflecting 
Homework: test out in a real life 
negotiation with a friend/family

Week 10 – Bringing it 
all together



Negotiation in depth - Overview

Why do it?

Negotiation is a critical part of 
your role
You have enough experience 
to know improvement is 
possible 
You want to improve your 
results and your team’s

Who should do it?

Senior sales professionals
Senior procurement 
professionals

CEOs and company owners

Managers
Lawyers

Client relationship managers

What outcomes will you get?

Greater confidence in 
negotiations
More effective preparation

Less time wasted on 
unsuccessful negotiations

Greater value outcomes

Increased ability to mentor 
staff



Example 3 - Negotiation Online

• A fully online experience
• Participants build their skills 

with a mix of modes
• Access 24/7

Multiple 
modes

video and 
written 
content

negotiation 
review and 
examples

reflection 
questions

access to a 
chat 

platform



Negotiation Online - Overview

Why do it?

Your success depends on 
getting others to agree

You have never had formal 
negotiation training
You want to improve your 
results

You are time poor

Who should do it?

Sales professionals
Procurement professionals

Managers
Lawyers

Client relationship managers
Graduates

Business owners

What outcomes will you get?

Greater confidence in 
negotiations

More effective preparation
Less time wasted on 
unsuccessful negotiations

Greater value outcomes



What others think

Nicole is a fabulous facilitator 
with a wealth of relevant real 
life examples. I feel confident I 
have the knowledge and tools 
to approach my next 
negotiation and reach success.
- Assistant Manager, Pitcher 

Partners

The workshop was useful as it 
was focused on each group 
member's goals/concerns. It 
was also useful to have 2 
exercises: firstly to negotiate in 
your own style, then secondly 
to try again with formal 
techniques.

- Lawyer, Maddocks

Nicole’s use of real-life 
examples, interactive and 
engaging group conversations 
along with some data slides – a 
fantastic combination! 

- Finance Partner, Arts Centre 
Melbourne

Nicole delivered a great 
presentation. After 30 
years in sales it is always 
beneficial to have a 
refresher. 

- National Key Account 
Manager, Hospira

Nicole was an excellent 
facilitator. Everyone in 
our session was highly 
engaged and involved, 
making the session very 
effective. 

- Assistant Manager, 
ShineWing

Nicole is an excellent presenter, 
very good at unpacking theory 
which underpins the topic and 
relating it to real life situations. 

- Project Manager, Optus



About Nicole

Nicole brings 20 years of broad experience across a number of roles, industries and countries. 

Initially qualifying as a lawyer, Nicole moved into more commercial roles within the investment 
banking and insolvency fields.  She worked for leading organisations including Minter Ellison, Ernst & 
Young and Lehman Brothers before transitioning into the professional development space where she 
worked with several national and international law firms. 

Nicole has married her knowledge of business with an in depth knowledge of the process of 
negotiation.

Her industry experience includes: Aged Care, Aviation, Building and Construction, Health, 
Manufacturing, Mining, Pharmaceuticals, Professional Services, Property, Telecommunications, 
Training and Education.

Nicole is an accredited mediator and executive coach.  She is a panel member of the Dispute 
Settlement Centre of Victoria and the Office of the Franchising Mediation Advisor.  She also lectures in 
negotiation at the College of Law.

She has mediated over 100 commercial disputes and has attended the Harvard University Program on 
Negotiation – Advanced Mediation program.

She also has regular practice in mediating conflict between her daughter and twin sons and practices 
her negotiation skills on her husband, a commercial lawyer.

Nicole works with clients to:

• strategically plan for negotiations to maximise outcomes and ensure a 
speedy process

• resolve conflict to deliver an acceptable outcome in a way which reduces cost, time, uncertainty 
and stress.



Ready to learn more?
Nicole Davidson
+61 403 523 700
nicole@nicoledavidsonnegotiation.com.au
www.nicoledavidsonnegotiation.com.au


